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Hitt increases classes
• Over 200 classes
added to spring term
to help both students
and the university
by Jiii Krueger
NEWS EDITOR

UCF President John Hitt announced the addition of204 class
sections for the spring semester at
a press oonferenoo on Monday.
UCFwillhave340moreclasses
and 11,700 more seats than were

uture

offered last spring term and over
150 more classes and 5,200 more
seats than offered this term.
Hitt authorized the expenditure of some $350,000 from the
university's reserve accounts for
the added classes.
He said the addition of the
classes is just one of many steps
the administration has taken to
better serve students and elimic
nate a potential budget problem.
"Our solution is to provide incentives," Hitt said

.

12 Pages

Additions in the College of Arts and Sciences

Therecessionandthewellpub-

licized budget reductions affect~

ing UCF have caused enrollment
to fall below budgeted expectations.
"We're gambling that the
economy will recover," Hitt said
Hitt said UCF may have to
send as much as $850,000 back to
Tallahassee if spring enrollment
drops 5 peroont below fall enrollment last year, UCFhad to send
back a half a million dollars. In
PRES continued page 4

Clinton becomes nation's third youngest president
by Ann Marie Sikes
STAFF REPORTER

..
•

•

•
•

The people have spoken: Gov. Bill Clinton became
the 42nd and, at age 46, the11ation's third youngest
president ofthe United St.ates. After months ofmaking
his name a household conversation piece and covering
miles of campaign trails, Clinton now stands as the
victor of a long climb to the White House.
·
At 11:15 p.m. EST, President George Bush made
Clinton's presidency official by conceding the race
from his texas campaign headquarters and asking
Americans to "stand behind our new president."
Americans took Clinton's word that he will fight to
change the United States. They yearn for the United
States to be re-established as the indisputable world
champion in industry and economy. And, they look to
Bill Clinton to do the job.
"This election is a clarion call to the nation,"
Clinton announced to his supporters at about 1:15
a.m. Wednesday. He addressed his call for changes
emphasizing that the nation's economy would go
from a defense-based to a domestic-based one.
He will get his chance to create jobs, retrain
workers and improve the nation's infrastructures
and health care programs.
Clinton insists he will not raise taxes on the
middle class but will ask for more from the wealthy.
Clinton showed positive signs of success soon after
the earliest national exit survey numbers began
rolling in. In alls Clinton captured the majorityof
votes in 26 states or 349 electoral votes.
The popular vote in nine st.ates, including Florida,
were still too close to call as ofWed. morning. Florida
has not chosen a Democratic president since Jimmy
Carter in 1976.
Floridians voted more energetically this year as
compared to the 1988 presidential campaign, with three more electoral votes up
for grabs this year in Florida.
Traditional Republican states, like
Michigan, Connecticut and New Jersey,
broke years of traditional Republican votes.
Most of these voters desperately sought an
economic change from the present situation in America.
While some questioned Clinton on his character,
more had doubts about Bush's involvement in the
Iran-Contra Affairs.
ABC exit polls Tuesday night indicated 50 percent
of Americans thought Clinton may have been un- .
truthful on the issue of his dodging the Vietnam

Clinton speaks to Florida voters at Loch
Haven Park, Oct 5. (Micha•' DeHoogrlFUTURE)
draft. However, the same exit poll showed 69 percent
thought Bush had been untruthful regarding the
Iran-Contra Affair.
The initial numbers indicate _Americans didn't
forget about the Iran Contra Affairs while
Bush consistently reminded Americans of
Clinton dodging the draft and insisted only
he could be trusted.
A recent Central Florida Future poll
indicated 37 percent of 192 UCF students
supported Clinton for the presidency.
A major component for Clinton's hold
on younger voters may have been attributed to his often criticized, but ultimately successful,
talk-show appearances.
Political analysts said that although controversial, his visits on shows like MTV's "Choose or Lose"

CLINTONcontinued page 4
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President John Hitt discusses pay rais£!s, enrollment, the provost search, and his inauguration.
by Jiii Krueger
NEWS EDITOR

•
•
•

r•

•

President John Hitt met University of
Central Florida faculty members regarding pay raises at a meeting Tuesday.
Hittsaidin referencetoarecentmeeting
with the Board of Regents, "It was clear
that getting raises is our No. 1 priority."
Faculty Senate chair, Glenn
Cunningham, on behalfofthe Faculty Senate, said, "I know this year has been a year
in which a number of you (faculty) have
· made sacrifices."
YettheRegentchairandothermembers
ofthe BOR supported UCF administrators
on pay raises.
Cunninghamsaidsomet.eachershaven't
received raises in two years.
In addition t.o pay raises, the president

discussed more class offerings, the provost
"What gets reward over any period oftime
search, and presidential inauguration.
is growth," Hitt said
Hittreferredtoneoossarychanges,such
As a result of increased enrollment and
as those in enrollment. Underenrollmentis funding, UCF plans to hire more full-time
a vexing proble~ he said ~~~~~~~~ st.affandreducethenumberof
Hitt said one of the holes
adjunctst.eachingattheuniver· way out of
"Getting raises SI·ty•
UCF must dig its
is the pent of demand for
is our No. 1
However, even if the unimore classes, Hitt said He
· •t ,,
versity broke even with its goal
said UCF fell $1.3 million
pnon Y.
this year, it will still be $1,6 short of projected revenue,
million short, Hitt predicted.
tuitition and fees last year.
~ John Hitt
Administrators proposed a
Hitt said the money never
UCF PRESIDENT
review of hiring procedures for
got spent to do one thing for
adjuncts. In some instances,
the faculty and students but
adjunctshavenotbeenreviewed
in five years. Hitt said full-time professors
went back to Tallahassee.
"Our problems started ·by not doing currently teach 70 percent of the clases at
enough during the summer," Hitt said. He UCF. However, he said he wants to see the
expects the addition of204 classes to gener- percentage of full-time faculty increase.
ate a majority of the needed enrollment.
"It is a choioo that will meet the student's

ORBITING THE COSMOS

•

needs," he added
"I don't think we have a standards
problem," Hitt said "I think we have a
promotions problem."
HittsaidUCFranksninthoutofnine
stateuniversitieswhenitcomestofund.
mg.
The university has responded to students in opposition to "U can'tfinish."'Ihe
administrationcontinuesitssearchfora
provost. The university received 150 applications so far. A ~ecision will be made
by March, Hitt said.
"We've just started the process," he
said "We need leaderforthatposition."
Hitt said referring_to the upcoming
inauguration on Nov. 19 that the occasion.offers UCF a chance to put forward
a change. However, Hittsaid, "Folks, this
is an inauguration, not a coronation."

a

Novelist and
essayist speak at
Writers series
by Biii Cushing
EDITOR IN CHIEF

,.I

•
•

,

Diahann Albarran, a junior majoring in liberal studies, looks at ~he world with a different
view as she rides the Cosmic Orbitor Monday afternoon. The campus Activity Board
kicked of homecoming week with games on the green.(M1c11aa1 0eHoog1FuruAE)

SG raDies ~hoot support with spirit summit
McDowell said he felt there would be no problems
approving a logo that is voted on by the students.
STAFF REPORTER
McDowell said he hopes a new logo would help increase
Achangein the UCFlogo and thedevelopmentofaspirit the spirit on campus. He said students wear other college's
council may be ways t.o increase spirit, said members ofthe apparel on campus more than those supporting UCF.
"I think we should make ita big thing to wear UCF stuff
AthleticDepartmentandStudentGovemmentduringthe
on this campus and not other schools? stuff,"
Spirit Summit Monday.
McDowell
said
Athletic Department and Student GovernChris
Riebold, who is Senat.e Pro Temp,
ment representatives held a meeting Monday
said
a
chant
or
cheer for UCF students to y~ll at
morning to talk about ways to increase student
athletic games would be anotherwayto increase
spirit and build tradition at UCF.
~ .·· \Student
Chris Marlin, Public Relations director for
. Government__ · school spirit. He added that other Florida coll
leges such as Florida State University and the
SG, suggested the UCF logo be changed to a
knight with a shield and a sword, which he said looks University of Florida use short, recognizable chants to
promot.e spirit.
tougher than the current logo.
"If we can get the [UCF] fans all doing one thing, that
Head football coach Gene McDowell said he liked the
would
increaSe spirit," Riebold said
new tougher logo more than anything else he has seen.
Dean, head men's basketball coach, said a cheer
Joe
SGmembersandAthletic Department representatives
would
be a good means of promoting spirit, but that
agreed the school needs a different logo. They said they
students
should attend more athletic games. ·
would like a standard, marketable logo that would be more
"Students need to make athletic events more ofa Social
recognizable than the current UCFPegasus sealorthelcgo
rontaining the UCF letters on the state of Florida back- priority," Dean said.
Marlin also suggested a spiritrouncil be developed to get
ground.
·
"We want something we can rally behind," said Don other students active in promoting spirit.
The council would be comprised ofstudents who want to
Langley, director of Campus Seivices for SG said
McDowell said he would be in favor of having student promot.e spirit on campus. Marlin said the council would
input on the selection ofthe logo. He said he would also like organize pep rallies for athletic games, serve as a liaison
to have the students pick their favorit.e out of the two or between UCF and local community rolleges, enrourage
studentstowearblackandgoldanddevelopotheractivities
three best logos.
t.o
promote spirit.
"I would rather the students make this decision than
"lbey1l be the ones that are put to the task of making
anyone else in the world .. we've gotto make th.em feel this
sure
all these ideas actually see action," Marlin said
is their logo," McDowell said
by Jennifer M. Burgess

>

>

UCFs English Department opened its World Writers series for 1992-1993 with a one-two punch as a pair
of international writers talked about their work and
writing on Monday.
Pawel Huelle,,a Polish novelist who wrote "Who was
David Weiser?' joined Venezuelan essayist and translator
Veronica Jaffe Carbonell in the Board ofRegents Room as
about 50 students and faculty asked questions concerning
the sta~-of writing in both their respective countries and
the world. Both are currently fulfilling writing residencies
with the writing_program at the University of Iowa
After reading some selections of their choosing, !Jie
two visiting Writers fielded questions from the audience for about 45 minutes.
"We are mostly a very quiet country," said Carbonell,
author of"The Art of Losing," who read three translations of poems from her nation.
Although Venezuela was not among the nations that
made up the Latin American literary boom ofthe 1960s
and 70s, she said, "We have good poets but poems are
·
hard to translate."
She noted. that the Latin American countries have
many smaller voices rising. Because of her mixed
cultural heritage - her father is German, her mother
Venezuelan - Carbonell said she is able to speak in a
variety of voices, an advantage for those involved in
translation.
. Carbonell took many members of the audience by
surprise when she said serious readers are no longer
taking Gabri.elle Garcia Marquez seriously.
.She accused the Pulit.zer-wiiming novelist of using
stereotypes as symbols and not working as hard as he
did in his novel "One Hunffi:ed Years of Solitude." .
While -Carbonell celebrated upcoming writ.ers from
her country, Huelle questioned the validity of trying to
create new ideas in art.
He pointed to his own style as a means of protesting
all new movements and insisted writing should be the
expressiqn of the individual before it is the voice of a
movement.
Reading from his essay "Why I Write What I Write,"
Huelle quoted the German philosopher Martin
Heidegger ~d said, "To write is to fight against the
nothingness."
"Maybe something new means trying to discover
tradition," he said, adding that to break the mold, a
writer has to pay a debt to the origins.
"To be a writer means to be open to many voices," he
said. "It means being the center point of life."
The World Writers Series continues this month
when U Sam Oeur, a Cambodian poet and survivor of
the Pol Pot regime speaks at 1 p.m., Nov. 16, in the
Board of Regents Room~
Oeur will be followed the next day at 10 am. in the
Winter Park Library by New Zealand novelist and
winner of the Commonwealth Writers prize Stevan
Treleaven Eldred-Grigg.
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CLINTON -

11 :0-0 A.M.

FROM PAGE 1

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY 281-4438

and theArsenio Hall Show may
have connected younger voting-aged Americans with politics like never before.
Bush decided last week to

SOL

~~MooMTV~&~~~ll~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~

edly saying he did not fit the I~
teeny-bopper type and that he
felt more comfortable in political forums.
Clinton has been recognized
by many as the presidential
candidate wlio took different
routes in reaching Americans.
1501 Alafaya Trail
Early appearances on morning talk shows, MTV and anySaturday Vigil Mass: 6:00 P.M.
where he could reach large television audiences, illustrated
his new way of doing business.
Sunday Masses:
Much of the momentum of
the Clinton-Gore ticket was at- 1
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
tributed to its youth and en. ergy, exemplified by the candi275-0841
dates' early and non-stop bus
campaign tours.
ltl.!m
_ ~
- -~-~---~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~t.

1ostpb's

<tatlJol it

<tlJu~tlJ

PRES
FROM PAGE 1
addition, summerenrollmentwas
down 8.8 percent this year, making it more difficult for administraoors oo meet enrollment goals.
Hitt ·said the solution oo the
problem provides inrentives that
attract new spring t.enn students
and persuades returning,
underloadedstudentsootakemore

BETA GAMMA SIGMA
NATIONAL HONORARY SOCIETY

Tliis is to cm~ tfutt tfiefoffuwi1'19 persons fia.ve 6een
cfedilret! eC19wfefor membership in
BETA GAMMA SIGMA

courses.

Additional classes will enable
the university to serve students
and give current and prospective '
students a concrete reason to believe that they can finish their
degrees on time, Hitt added.
"We think it's important that.
we meet their academic needs,"
Hitt said
Hitt plans to raise the funding
basethroughnewenrollmentsand
heavier course loads. ·
"Ifwebuildourenrollmentbase,
we get more money," he said
As a result, more full-time faculty members will be hired and
the university will redure its relianre on acljuncts. Currently, adjuncts reach 30 percent ofUCFs
courses, Hitt said
"We've already begun recruitment," he said
The university sentouti-ecruitment letters to students graduatinginDecemberfrommid-Florida
community colleges and to students who have left UCF in good
standing in the recent past.
In addition, the university recruitedFTIC applicants who were
admitted this fall and did not cancel and undergraduat.e transfer
students who were admitted but
did not enroll.
UCF also launched Decision
Days on the campuses ofcommunity colleges and an advertising ·
campaign with 100 billboards in
Orange, Seminole and Osceola
Counties during November and
December. The Athletic Depart..
mentprovided the billboard space.

. 6y~
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GREEK CORNER
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Pledges, great speaker last nitel Thanks
for helping withe faculty breakfast. Big
Bro. appreciation Fri., Founder's Day
Sat., pledge picnic Sun. Happy 25th
birthday to Jim!!!

CLUB INFO
SWAT
UCF Pegathon SK run & fitness walk
for Homecoming '92 takes place Sun.
11 /8 1Oam at Lake Claire. Cost is $6
for students/alumni incl. brunch, live
music & drawings 4 adcll. info. X5841 .

November 5, 1992
Male needs M/F to share existing
duplex. Includes own room w/bath. 9
miles from UCF, near Valencia East,
nice place. Rent $257.50 & 1/2 utilities.
Needed ASAP Call Bob 382-5312.

PHI GAMMA DELTA
Thanx M.1, K.1, ZTA and Pike for a
great Halloween social! FIJI pledges
keep up the good work! Don't forget
graduate cook-out Sat. 10:30@ FIJI
house! F1-J1 always wanna be 1!
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Let's keep up the great work!! ATn &
M' Homecoming 1992! After our #1
float cruises down Church Street we'll
see ya @ the game, go Knights.
Thanks to all who helped get wild wild
west in the skit on Tuesday. Tonight·
Dennis Miller in the Arena, 8pm.
Greeks stick together-get well soon
Sigma Chi brother Pat! Let's go ATOii
ne~

Congrats to all who made court! TI~ &
AXA's float is tookin' sweeeet! How
'bout y'all's? Rock the Arrow, Rock the
Arrow, Rock the Arrow ... get psyched
cuz it's almost time!!

\)

>

TIKA
Th·at's Joe Eagan! Pikes II
Homecoming '92 is shaping up
greeaatt, so far! Dennis Miller is
tonight... float finalization Friday. Be at
the parade downtown Saturday and
get psyched for the Alumni tailgate
before UCF pummels the Buffalosl
Kappa Delta, you're makinQ this whole
· week worthwhile, thanks tor putting up
with us. Pike & KayDee #1 fl Good luck
to Joe Eagan & Holly Burwood for
Homecoming King and Queen ... get out
the vote!! Brothers, remember to
nominate officers all this and next
week. Last thing ... WOODSER ...
approaches!! Pike is it!
SIGMA NU
Attention Sigma Nu's there are many
Sigma Ny's here at UCF. Let's get
together. Call Rob 644-4810.

)

AA meeting Wednesdays noon-1 pm.
Student Center Room 211.
LACROSSE
The Orlando Lacrosse Club is seeking
lacrosse players. Experience is
encouraged but not necessary. Season
begins in mid-November. Call John
Byrne at 849-4 760 or 841·7914 or Mark
at 896-8398.
Join the UCF
Student Veterans' Association
For the Vietnam Veterans Memorial and
tree
dedication
ceremony
on
November 9th at 11 :30am on the green.
Barbara S. Smith, surviving spouse of
·a d0ceased Vietnam Veteran who was
shot down in 1966, will be the guest
speaker. She is now the Transitional
Assistance Program Manager at Patrick
Air Force Base.
We are also showing a Vietnam
Veterans Memorial Fund Seminar,
"Vietnam from Two Perspectives: The
Campus and the Combat Zone• in the
Wild Pizza onNovember 9th at 1~:30.pm.
The Movie Article 99 will be shown in
the Wild Pizza on.November 9th at 6:30
& 9pm and November 10th at noon.
Thanks Student Government and
Campus Activitites Board for your
support.

Room avail. to M/F NS in 3Bd 2 1/2Ba.
townhouse 2mi. from UCF. Fully
furnished; pool & tennis courts. $235/
mo. 1/3 utils. 282-8291.

Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialist, Inc.
657-8282 3300 University Suite 246
*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967
For rent furnished 2 bedroom apt. $440
a month. Walking distance to UCF.
363-5636.
For rent Union Park area 28 28 duplac,
washer/dryer, dishwasher, $400/r:no. +
security. Ph. 648-5136 Eve. 862-3188.
2 BR 2 BA townhouse for rent walking
distance to campus. Available Now.
$450 David 249-2865.
2 bedrooms 2 bathrooms at 12008
Alafaya Woods Ct. good and affordable
monthly rent please call 695-0548 or
380-9245.
-

Golden Key Members! General meeting on Mon. 11/9 at 5pm in the SOL
refreshments, friends, & fun! Call Tina
at 695-3736 for more details.

3 bedroom apt. only $510/mo. and $360
in June/July, avail. Dec. 1st, upstairs,
near UCF. Call 381-1909.

Attention Golden Key Members!!!
Honor cords, for graduation, and t-shirts
are available for purchase. Contact
Chuck at 275-6469. for info.

FOR SALE

ROOMMATES
Female roomate wanted to share 212
house. Furnished bedroom $250/mo. +
1/2 utilities. Pool & rec. access. Call
anytime 273-5840.

- KAPPA DELTA
ladies and Pi Kappa Alpha Southern Gentlemen are going to win Home- M/F non-smoker to share duplex, 10
coming 1992! If not we're gonna have
min. from campus; own bath; W/D;
a wild wild time. Good luck Holly Bur-.
$225/mo. split util; 679-9494.
wood-with Queen of Homecoming @
UCF! Good luck to Joe Eagan-TIKA
court! Have a great week and be out at M/F wanted to share a 3br 2b house
the float@the TIKA house! It's·going
. near UCF Rent$193/nmnth washer/dry
to be awesome! Bonfire Friday 7pmCall Ron or Bert 380~0173 leave msg.
mandatoryl K.1 & TIKA #1 I

Waterbed-supersingle w/heater and
side bumpers $60. 366-3704.
Boxer pups AKC, shots, wormed, fawnwhite great Xmas gift now available
$300 Call Joe X5867 H-275-7098.
eikes-run about specials-$20.00-35.00,
good shape 831-3923.

~

>

..

Pl SIGMA EPSILON
Hey Pi Sig's-get excited 4
Homecoming 1992. It is going to be a
blast. Tailgate on Sat.@ 12 noon!
Bonfire on Friday 7pm @ UCF fields.
Be there-it's going to be great! PSE #1 .
ZETA TAU ALPHA
Homecoming '92 is here! IAE & ZTA
are out to win it all! Don't forget about
the pep rally and busride-get ready for
an awesome time! Thank you !AE's
for Sunday brunch. This Homecoming
will be one to remember-ZTA & !AE
will be the reason for wild wild Knights!
Great job Angie & Carla! ZTA IAE
ZTA IAE ZTA I.AeZTA '92 ZLAM.

Male roommate wanted N/S W/O aeross
from VCC, easy ace.ass to E/W $275/
month & 1/3 utilities, $200 dep.
277-1017 ask for Gary.
Responsible female to share apt. own
room & bath. 1/3 utilities. Includes
washer & dryer. 382-9039.
M, N/S, dog friendly roommate wanted
for 2b/2b condo with w/d, micro, pool,
tennis, etc. Located on 436 near
Curryford Rd. $250 p/m : Deposit
negotiable. Contact Michelle or Curtis
@ 384-7250 or 851-7523 after 5pm.

Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool $1000
In just one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! And a free
headphone radio just for calling
1-800-932-0528 ext 65
RPS needs pit package handlers from
3· 7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715. -

Computer-new 386SX, SVGA, 1.44 3.5
drive, 1MB RAM, 101 keyboard, plus
42MBHD & 14" color VGA. $785
381-2730.
Ladies 10 speed bicycle excellent
condition $90.00/make offer 366-0314
leave message
Hunters Reserve condo for sale 2Bdr
28th-washer/dryer. $56900 366-8511 .

AUTOS
GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles from
$100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevy, Surplus, Buyers _ Guide.
1-805-962-8000 Ext. S-4628.

Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 per
week assembling products at home.
No experience. Info 1-504-646-1700
Dept. FL-307. -

Fast*Professional*Accurate
KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 678-6735
Five years typing for UCF students. Call
Nancy 740-5592.

Typing at competitive rates, next day
and weekend typing available, pick-up
and delivery to UCF. 657-1998.

Alaska Summer Employment
Fisheries-Students needed! Earn
$600tper week in canneries or
$4000+per month on fishing boats.
Free transportation! Room &board!
Over 8000 opening~. No experience
necessary. Male or female. Get a head
start on summer! For your employment
program call: 1-206-545-4155
ext.A5418. Student employment
services.

Great Holiday Job Opportunity
Going home for the liolidays? Need a
fun part-time job? The Hqney Baked
Harn Co. is in search of seasonal help
to fill our sales counter and production
positions. We have stores located in
the following markets Orlando, Tampa,
St Pete, Sarasota, Melbourne, and
other major cities throughout the
southeast. Please check the white
pages or information for the store
nearest your home.

Advance typing service.
Reports, dissertations, theses, essays.
Call (407) 2n-4744.
Papers, reports & resumas typed,
edited, proofed. Laser printing, FREE
cover page! Good rates, rush service
available. Call 331 -7021.

TUTORS
ACCOUNTING TUTOR
All levels:
Beginning, intermediate, graduate
CPA/former college instructor
Very experienced
Call Loretta at 256-1140.
Chemistry tutor experienced graduate
.student. CHM 2045 2046 Call 695-4410.

FREE
Free to good homes: Cats! Young
spayed female, mostly white, very
affectionate. Her 6 mo. old kitten, white
and grey, shy and pretty. Indoors or
out; will separate. Call 273-9723, Iv
message.

$$$,FREE TRAVEL AND RESUME
EXPERIENCE!! Individuals and
Student Organizations wanted to
promote SPRING BREAK, call the
nation's leader. Inter-Campus
Programs 1·800-327-6013.

Administrative assistant, help develops
site locations for franchise rare ground
floor opportunity, salary plus profit
share, Call 2-4pm M-R only, ask for·
Jeannie 407-422-1000.

Sales associate wanted-outgoing,
assertive, hardworking for day and
evening positions. Part time and prefer
female applicants. Call J. Riggings
(Fashion Sq.) 894-5150.

PERSONALS
Lindsey,
I want everyone to know how proud I
am of you and I can't wait to see you in
the parade. You are uniquely beautiful
and special for so many other reasons.
Remember my words. I will love you
always. Jim
NT...
One semester to go, hang in there! MR

CLASSIFIED INFO

$50.00 to $75.00 per week stuffing
envelopes. Flexible hours. 332-3144.

Part time counter help wanted 2 to 7
pm some Saturdays. Call 380-5218
Valore Dry Cleaners. •

TYPISTS
'85 Dodge Omni cold air 4 door
automatic new parts $1150 080
281-6364.

WORDMASTERS 2n·9600

R~sume and Word Processing Service
Professional, fast, experienced! Quality
proofing/editing, laser print!=Jd-student
discount. Near UCF 275-8182.

Sports minded enthusiasts earn extra
money for holidays. Call 366-8640.

FOR RENT

:-

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printif')g.

HELP WANTED
N/S, M/F wanted to share house with
male and female; own bedroom and
bathroom; near VCC/UCF $240 & 1/3
utilities. 658-1222.

J

.11.:1
ALONG WITH
BPW SCHOLARSHIP HOUSE
WE ARE THE ONES TO WATCH
THIS HOMECOMING!!!

1986 ~ GTI exc. condition & more
$3750 080 380-2725.

WP, EDITING:APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

"35 Characters Per Line
"$0.75 per line: UCF Students,
Staff, & Faculty *$1.50 per line
Non-students & Businesses
*Boldface & Underline Double
Line Rate *Prepayment Only
Stop by The Central Rorida
Futurs Business Office (9am-4pm)
or Mail Ad w/Prepayment to:
The Central Florida Future,
Attn: Michelle Raymond, Classifieds,
P.0 . Box 25000,
Orlando, FL 32816

MINI CLASSIFIED FORM

A call for writers.
The Cypress Dome, UCFs student literary publication, is
currently seeking submissions in the categories of poetry,
fiction, one-act plays and essay.
Submissions should be typed with the number of words
noted in prose selections, the number of lines noted in
poetry. First place awards in each category.
No submissions may be returned.
Any students interested, contact the English Dept., HFA
361 or call 823-2212

Cl 7&• per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty
Cost per issue: $ _ _ _ __
O •1.:w per line: Non-students & businesses
Number of issues:._ _ _ __
0 Boldface and underline extra (double li~ rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY-No Refunds
TOTAL COST: $ _ _ _ __
Insertion d a t e s : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Cl GREEK CORNER
Cl AUTOS

Cl FOR SALE
Cl TYPISTS

0

0

LOST & FOUND
Cl PERSONALS

LONELY•'s

0 SERVICES
0 OTHER
0 FOR RENT

Cl TUTORS
Cl ROOM MATES
0

WANTED

Cl CLUB INFO
0
0

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

One letter or punctuation mark per space, leaving one space between each word.

Name and address:

~-----

DEADLINE:

Phone: (

5

4.-00 Ftjday *>r Tue~ay's papet
4:00 Monday f'or Tb.uraday's paper

HELPWANTE
CAR POOL
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Clinton's in, but ~e
hard work isn't over;
it bas just begun

November 5. 1992
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he votes are in and counted, and the
contest is over - but not the work.
In the final analysis it was the economy
that meant more to the American voters
than character.
This is not to say that George Bush was
entirely to blame for the sta~ ofthe economy~
any more than Bill Clinton's character was
as suspect as the Republicans would have
had us believe. Bush became as much a
victim of circumstances as he was of his own
poorly planned campaign.
There is no question that the young vote was
the deciding factor in Clinton's victory, and for
that we should not only be proud, we should
make it a point to remember - and make our
elected officials remember - that we carry _
considerable clout in the political process.
Now to the task at hfill:d.
As president-elect, Clinton inherits a mule
titude of problems, many of which are interc
connected. In fact~ forget the first 100 days; it
will take a year before we can even expect to
see results from the new administration.
Some things that need immediate attention:
• Economy. The projected be~efit of
Clinton's tax reform may not add up, but at
least it ~s a step in the right direction. As he
pointed out again and again on the campaign
trail, trickle-down economics is a failed syse
tem, and t h e country desperate1Yneeds some
kind of equity in its .system of taxati_on.
• Deficit. Closely tied to the economic
problemsfacingthenationistheexponential
increase of the national debt. Unless some
meaningful progress is made in the economic
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Student senator decries our
A"~ .....OQ·D·, 00
. ts
. own
·. bom, ·tOO
~~

·t·

·people pay for the tabloids, whereas the Central F1orida
Future is free and can be used for anything includirtJ
confetti,_which may be one of its best uses.
I take the inferences in the cartoon to be a direct slam t.o
mepersonally.Iamnotinthehabitoftootingmyownhom,
usually do not write unless I have really strong but so your readers can see the caliber ofrepresent.ation in
feelings about something. The cartoon which ap- their new Student Government leaders, I will list some of
peared in the Oct. 6 issue of The Central Florida my acromplishments: I currently hold a 3.5 grade point
Future depicting the "Serpent Government Elections," average, have my own art studio where-I work for two
provokedmetoangeraswellasdisappointmentandlcould greeting card companies and teach art classes. I am a
not restrain myself from speaking my mind I have, how- Federal Aviation Administration certifiec;l ground school
ever, paused for a cooling off period to gain a proper instructor. In 1979 my autobiography was published,
·
_perspective befqre writing this letter.
which was very rewarding and successful personally. I
state of the nation, the deficit, as horrific as
Afterseveralyearsofexperiencewithwritingandnews workasafeaturereporlerforast.atewidenewspaper,-and
it is, remains a moot pointo The trick is in reporting, I cannot keep from expounding on a few perti- was offered my own column for The Orlando Sentinel
getting Americans back to work and produc- nentobservations:Themrtoon, through the inappropriate several years ago. I wasvicepresidentofStudentGovemtive once again.
use of parody, made an ostentatious blanket statement ment du.ring the time I was earning my AA, ·and also
•Infrastructure. 'Ibis maybe Clinton~s stron- about the newly-elected Stude:nt Government senators. presidentofPhi Thet.aKappaNational Honor Society. ~e
After making statements declaring that "the" election was presidentofthecollegeappointedmeto several committees
gest suit. He has proven himself effective in over, and signs and banners had been taken down, the including the Academic Grievance Committee, Student
using the carrot rather than the stick in mobi- cartoon's"serpent"declaredthat"onooagain theonlyclear · Affairs Committee and the Grants Committee. I made
lizing people. At this point a few social pro- loser Was the Student body." I feel this seemingly harmless "Who's Who in American Junior Colleges" every semester,
grams along the lines of the New Deal are not · innuendomakesaJ?€rso~.~ck.onthecharacterofeach receivedoutst.andingachievementawardSfrom the Office
' .
·
·
d newly-elected official. I think it IS very dangerous and of Student Affairs, and I could keep going, but just know
only effective b~t were alread~ 1:111-ple~ente thoughtless to make st.atements even in jest which may that I was respected and cerj:ainly was not considered a
under Bush. Clinton seems willing to mvest .unjustly prejudice the minds of the ~dent body before liability to the student body. ·
greater funds into projects such as Bush's even giving their new senators an opi>ortunity to prove
Before your paper makes such all-encompassing statetransportati.on bill oflast year.
themselves.
· ments it should make sure it has the facts. The newlye
• Education With Clinton in the nation Thisismyfirstsemesterattheuniversity,havingrecently electedsenatorsareadedicatedgroup. We want to make
:
. ~ . . . · graduated with an AA and honors degree from a commu- a difference. We want to make the student body proud, and
n~w knows. whi~ way educatio pnonti~s nity college. I was excited at the prospect of submitting yes we realize that we will have to earn respect. We are
will fall. Clinton IS a strong backer of public articles to The Central F1orida Future and was impressed ready for the challenge. Unfortunately your paper atr
education and preschool preparation. Addi- by the distinctive name. After reading several "almost" tempted to sign our death sentence before we even had a
tionally, his plan for exchanging public service libelous.articles andch~r ~cks in recent issues, and symptom ofillness. I am a disabled person, but I have never
for tuition is a much needed and fair idea.
now~mgthecartoonwith1tsun~remar~,lp~ooyour permittedmydisabilityt.ost.andinthewayofachievement
.
h
·
d
h
d
h
.
paper m the same category as other sensationalized tab- Your prejudicial cartoon has attemptea t.o handicap me
Clmton as promise C ange an c ange 1oidsonthenewsst:ands.Themaindifferencesarethatthe
much more than any physical disability ever could. Yet
is indeed what this nation needs· most. He writers and proofreaders in the tabloids are professionals Student Government and I shall overcome!
will certainly be busy for the next four years. so their spelling and grammar is·correct. In addition, the
I hope you will print this and not cop out by saying it is
By the way just soit does not go unnoticed, - tabloids fulfill the need to have our sense ofhumor tickled, ')mtimely ."We know that ifthe news was advantageous
the Future i~ batting 1 000 in the political notreally~!-°convinoous~ttheirstori~sare.based toyourpaper,therecouldbecobwebsflyingandyouwould
'
on fact, unlike Tlie Central Flonda Future stones. Finally, still let it go to press. So let's see how fair you are. ·
endorsement·game.
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Crimes at Disney show flaws in its wishes
Bill Cushing
WHAT'S NEXT?
For some time now executives at Walt Disney
World have spent much
effort and many dollars
lobbying with state officials in order to secure a
means ofincorporating the
property on which the
tourist attraction sits into
•
. its own, separate county.
Their argument is that
the area supplies its own
service and security forces as well as maintaining its
own grounds and upkeep.
It is an argument which, while still unfulfilled,
has not gone unheeded.
_
Well, last Saturday all of Disney's arguments
~ere blown out of the water when a Maine woman
·v isiting the area was bound and raped in her Walt
' Disney World hotel room.
Now it isn't the crim~ itself which ruins Disney's
argument against incoJJ)oration into a self-sufficient

complaining of falling gate receipts, it has already
community. Crimes occur at all times and in all
suffered from some major crimes being committed on
places and places is often a, matter of circumstance.
its property in the recent past, and tourist attracCertainly Disney officials can't be held accounttions depend heavily on the illusion that their's is a
able for events outside of their control (and certainly,
perfect world.
Disney likes to keep things well within control).
If an amusement park (and let us not forget that
What is troublesome about the events of Saturday
no matter how big and impressive Walt Disney
is in the fact that Orange County deputies were not
World might get, it is still an amusement park) is, .
notified of the incident for a full 30 minutes after the
when given too much control over the legal elements
woman herself reported the attack<
ofits own domain, incidents may well go unreported
It seems that Disney has managed to finagle an
and, in a similar manner as occurred this week, the
agreement with the sheriff's office whereby its own
public could well be left unaware offacts pertinent to
security force handles crimes unless the matter
decisions they might make regarding a visit there.
warrants calling in the police. In fact, if one dials 911
In this matter, Disney maintains that the delay
from any phone on Disney property the call is routed
was caused by the confusion of the moment and a
to a Disney·dispatcher rather than those designated
mix-up in communications.
by the police.
This might well be true.
In this case - as in all cases at present - the call
However, whether the 'delay was intentional or
initially was taken by Disney and it wasn't until 30
not, it only points out why Disney should not be
minutes later that county officials were informed of
allowed to become a city unto itself.
. the events. It was almost another half-hour before
It must remain accounta,ble to someone or some~
officers from rape crimes division of the sheriff's
thing outside of itself, with .no vested interest in the
office could interview the victim. ·
profit made by the corporation.
On the surface, this appears to indicate that
It is nearly impossible for .any body to properly
. perhaps Disney officials tried to suppress the truth
·govern itself and Walt Disney World, no matter how
from becoming known. There is certainly every·rea-:
well it presents itself as wonderful and honest, is as
son to give such an action shot: Disney has been
prone to this tendency as any one or thing.
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In Limbo

Tony Whitten
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. Hey 'sensitive' sex:: Jock itch ~snot funny
Dave Barry
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
oday I wOO.t to talk t.o you husban~ about ho~e
work, and the importance of helpmg your wives
with...
.
HOLD IT RIGHT THERE, MEN. I see you trying to
sneak out of this article. Get back in here 81}.d listen up:
The International Labor Organization, an agency of
the United Nations, recently did a survey askingwomen
around the world how much help we men give them with
the housework. ·According to the results, most women
think we're d~ing a splendid job.
fmjoking of oourse. The women basically said that, in
terms of sharing the housework burden, having a man
around is like having a 197-pound lint ball permanently
bonded to the sofa, operating the TV remote oontrol and
periodically generating dirty underwear.
This kind of criticism is nothing new. Somebody is
always surveying women about men, and men ALWAYS
come out looking bad. Just onre f d like to see a survey
with questions that would um~ to put men in a more
,
positive light, such as:
"Which gender, on the average, is more likely to demonstrate the patience and perseverance necessary t.o
teach a small child how to spit?"
"In the event of a family emergency, which gender is
most likely to be able t.o remember - coolly, calmly and
without panic- Clarence 'Choo Choo' Coleman played?"
But surveys never ask this type of question. They
'
always ask about female-orient.ed qualities such as maturity, sensitivity, communication, commitment, ability to
remember the names of all.the children, ere. - as if those
were the only issues that mattered; as if men did not have
unique needs and problems of their own; as if there were
NO SUCH THING as jock itch.
Just rerently my wife and I were in South Miami
Beach, sitting at an outdoor cafewith a lovely view ofpalm

T
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trees and the beach, and differently in front of us, about
25 yards away, was a man clearly experiencing a lifethreat.ening need to scratch himself.
Unfortunately he was in a wide-open area, wearing
nothing except a bathing suit about the sl!e of a lady's
wristwat.ch. Trying hard to look casual, he lay down
sideways, pretending to be a guy relaxing in the sun. He
glanced around t.o see if anybody was watching and then
GROPE, he made a lightening-fast move to ease his
disoomfort, and then he glanced around again, and then
GROPE, and then another glance, anclthen GROPE and
then a glanre and then GROPEGROPEGROPEGROPE
he lost oontrol of himself and plunged in frantically with
both hands, too adsorbed in his task to realize that he now
surpassed the Atlantic orean as a local t.ourist attraction,
with a large crowd watclring him and small bannert.owing airplanes making U-turns t.o come back for a
second look.
I know you men are thinking: "Whoa, I can definitely

feel for that guy, so to speak." On the other hand, my
wife, a member of the so-called "sensitive" gender, was
- LAUGHING. But does the International Labor OrgaIlization do a survey about this sensitive issue? No~ it
picks housework, which happens t.o be a weak point
with us men. This is not our fault. We spent millions of
years functioning as the food providers in the family,
and thus we are temperamentally and biologically
more suited to aggressively physical, strenuous, huntergatherer types of activities, such as golf.
Plus on those rare occasions when a man does
attempt t.o help out with some household responsibility, such as getting the kids dres_sed for school, he often
discovers that his wife has established a lot of picky
technical rules, and if he doesn't do everything exactly
right, he gets corrected, until finally he just gets fed
up.
.
"Wait a minute," he snaps. "Are you telling me that
they have to wear shoes EVERY SINGLE DAY?" And
then he st.omps off and tries t.o calm himself down by
gripping his putter.
Another problem is that TV commercials for housework-type products are always aimed at women. We need
oommercials that would make housework appeal to guys.
For example, there could be one where a guy opens up the
refrigerator and sees ... The Swedish Bikini Team! They're
trapped! Their feet are stuck in the dense brown goo that
formed when the barbecue saure spilled onto the hydrator! So the guy grabs some Pine Sol and uses its exclusive
grease-cutting formula t.o rescue the Bikini Team members, who gather around hini and express their gratitude
by leaning over a lot.
Yes, the advertising industry could definitely be
doing a better job. But in the end, men, it's up t.o you to
make more of an effort to help out around the home. At
the same time, you women out there need t.o become
more aware of an important fact, and one that is often
overlooked amid the endless day-to-day hassles inr
volved in running a household: "Choo Choo Coleman
was a cat.cher.

Quan martinez/future)

Gators: Eat'em and Smile
Gator meat is rich and sweet and tender.
And the taste . of the ·meat isn't at all like chicken.
regardless ofwhc;rt you've heard.
As-. alligator is an alligator. A chicken is a chicken. A
chicken does not look like an alligator; and an alligator
doesn't- look like a chicken, though the gator would
probably like to look at a chicken. seconds before it snaps
· its jaws and eats the feathery ducker.
I look at my food. The alligator does, too. cluck-cluck.
cluckaiiii~snap!> and the chicken loses some feathers and its body.
· · Most of it, anyway. ·
Not that I've ever seen a gator eat a chicken. I've eaten
gator, though, thanks to the Florida Department of ~riculc
ture &Consurner Services. The department sponsored a
buffet to illustrate the benefits. culinary and otherwise, of
the Florida gator.
That day moved like a good movie run backwards. I ate
the food. I heard a man talk about the food I'd consumed.
Then we went back to a farm to watch the skinning and
butchering of the animal I ate. The animal got his skin back
shortly afterwards and it dozed on wooden planks in its full
maturity. It grew younger and younger and was mc:Ned
from one hatching facility to another, until it flopped on
shallCM<water, thin and scraM"ly, little enough to hold in the
palm of your hand.
Cute critter, that ~ung alligator. Tasty. too, once it
_ grows, if it is killed and gets butchered.
My favorite dish was the Alligator Salad, which was
similarto a delicate shrimp salad. only different. And better.
It was tangy, but subtle, rich with gator flavor Cnot chicken).
Fun to chew, too.
Alligator is tougher than fish but softer than meat. The
Fried Gator Nuggets felt just as tender and rich in texture,
only spicier that the salad.
The Piquant wasn't spicy at all, but tasty with chunks of
meat and a heci1y mix of strong tomatoes and geen

After gator and coffee, we headed to Gatorfand. But
first. the CON.
The cow.
<moo>
CoNs are fat, flabby animals with big eyes and some
charisma. Though rich in protein, OONS, when compared to
alligators. aren't as healthyCortasty, forthat matter).
· Cows are rich in fat. Too·rich, as a matter of fact. If
fat were currency, cows would be the Perots and
·Rockerfellers of the animal kingdom. Trurnp Plaza
would be Moo Plaza. Rich Uttle would work in lounges
as Moo Little<Poor guy<
But enough at:x>ut the fat OONS and boring entertainers.
Alligators are more fun to talk about. they being leaner than
CONS and <nore interesting than Rich Little.
.
Gatorland h6uses alligators <not chickens). The compound serves as proof of the conservation success story
of the alligator.
Once considered endangered, this animal has been
bredinfannsandinthewildforsomeyearsrcw.undertight
supervision, until ~he numbers have risen enough to allow.
for reasonable commercialization.
Through several shovvs and exhibits, Gatorlandexplains
the role and potential of its namesake as a yummy food
product. But the reptile is equally useful forthe manufacture
ing of belts, boots and W"latnot
Ironically, the survival of the alligator depends on the
success of these gator hide and food industries.
Florida is constantly deluged with new residents. Unless
we take c:Ner Cuba, these residents are going to affect.
directly or indirectly, the habitat of the alligator. And the
effect won't be beneficial.
But if alligator farming and trapping becomes econonicallyviable, then the gc:Nemrnent will find reasons to keep
our scaly friend.
Besides, I've been told of ckagon ribs-gator ribs. Free of
fat these ribs. W1en cooked. will be so tenderthemeatwill
shiver and fall off if you shake the bone.
peppers.
Barbecues will never be the same.
A cooserole was also featured, equally good in flavor.
• jUC11 matinez
thougl not a favorite of mine, merely because I liked the
central florida future
other dishes better.
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Dylan becomes Wallflower

•

(courtesy/virgin records)

' The Wallflowers' recently released selftitled debut album makes it clear that Bob
Dylan is not the only musical talent in the
Dylan family. In fact. his son Jakob's group
has been tearing up the Los Angeles area
since its start in 1990.
Thealbumopenswith "ShyoftheMoon " and
it is more than obvious that the Wallflowers want
to present a soulful down-to-earth persona. These
songs are not your typical three minute pop
·melodies - the tunes are insightful and deep, a
bit surprising when.you find out the band members are all in their early 20s.
For a debut album The Wallflowers have put
- together an amazing collection of music that moves
thelistenerwith its darka'nd somewhatcyniral edge.
Some of the best tracks oo the bands first
release are "Be your own girl," " Sidewalk

Annie" and the seething "Hollywood."
These songs are a perfect reflection of the
group's soulful unpretentious attitude combined with a very healthy dose of cynicism.
The Wallflowers' music .delivers a no-frills.
earthy beat without all those hi-tech gadgets
and special effects. They furnish a sound that
is real and nothing beats the real thing . This
album is well worth a listen, and it is a must for
fans of soulful rock'n'roll.
~0 The Wallflowers will be accompanying 10, 000

Maniacs at their up-coming concert on Nov. 9
at The Bob Carr Performing Arts Center in
Orlando, don't miss this opportunity to see
them live.
• cliff vanzandt

Redford's latest film: Three is a charm

•

•

"In my family. there was no clear line between
religion or fly fishing." So begins director Robert
Redford's beautiful new film, "A River Runs Through
It." The film is based on the 1976 classic autobiographical novel of the same name by Norman Maclean.
The film's plot deals mainly with the growth and
maturity of the two Maclean boys, Norman and Paul.
Norman CCraig Sheffer of "Nightbreed") is the more
sensible of the two. He prefers to reason out his
actions rather then act on impulse, which is how Paul
<Brad Pitt of "Thelma And Louise") acts. Paul is the
destructive one, always caring about his image, and
he takes every chance. he can get to improve that
image.
.
Of course. behind the brotherly love and ·conflict
Norman and Paul often portray is fly fishing . The
brothers were taught the sport by their father CTom
Skerrit), a Presbyterian reverend who believes that
there is a way of life, both physical and spiritual, in fly
fishing. And, as the film progresses, the viewer begins
to understand the asylu_
m that .fly fishing gives the
M~cleans. It is their sanctuary from the problems of .
the world. It is also the only time of togetherness the
Macleans have when they begin to go their separate

ways . .
Paul becomes an alcoholic and gambling reporter for
a local paper: Norman becomes a very mild-mannered
college professor. But. even with their lifestyle differences and the troubles that arise in the 1926 Montana
wilderness they call home, fly fishing was their only true
way of sanity, their only true way of life.
This is Redford's third time in the director's chair
C"OrdinaryPeople" and "TheMilangroBeanfieldWar")
and he seems to know his trade like a master. He brings
great performances out of his actors, espedally Sheffer.
and gives the film a very picturesque feel .of the
Montana wilderness .
"A River Runs Through It" is justthe kind of film the
Academy Awards seem to favor. The film expresses
everything that is politically correct: Americana, family
values. good-hearted people, charm. etc. In fact! the
film is so likable, I did not want to see it end, even after
itl3 two hours exp.ired. This film could have easily gone
another hour _o r two on its ·charm, and I will. not be .
surprised at all if it were .to be nominated for Best
Picture come this March.
• eyal goldshmid
central florida future

"L; st en

Redford, the director of his third major project"A River Runs Through it" (counesyAmivelsal) .

st u·d en ts

and I'll tell you
a story ...
of long kept secrets,
sexual scandal,
even murder.
It's 'tbe story of
my life. n

JEREMY IRONS

Water land
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· STARTS TOMORROW, NOVEMBER 6!
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Simmons, Singer, Kulick and Stanley stop to KISS Florida
Revenge is sweet. and over the
Halloween weekend it was sweeter
still, especially if you were at one of
the three FloJ!ida appearances of
KISS.
The legendary supergroup
i<ISS is currently on the road in
support of its 24th album, Revenge, and appeared in Daytona,
Tampa, and Miami <Oct. 29, 30 _

and 31 respectively) to give
Florida fans a" right-between-theeyes" tasteofwhatthey'vebeen
longing for since Metallica and
GNR trampled through the state
-on their well documented stadium tour.
Highly enthusiastic audiences
Cmany of which were painted with
1970s KISS make-up) witnessed

what has been called the most
technologically advanced stage
show in KISS history, a show
that featured a large amount of
pyrotechnics, synchronized lasers, and a huge portion of the
Statue of Liberty which, during
the course of the show, crumbled
away to reveal a skull face and a
boney arm with an extended.
equally boney, middle finger.
The material from the new al
bum was greeted with thunderous
approval and the band made every
effort to take care of.their longtime
fans by performing a good variety
of classic KISS songs. ·
·
Also worthy of note, is that in
another couple of months, the band
0

isduetorecordAlivelll. Thiswillbe
the third live recording for KISS,
and should be available in 1993 to
mark the 20th anniversary of the
group signing its first major record
deal on New Year's Eve 1973.
During those two decades
many things have happen~d with
the institution we know as KISS.
The original line-up consisted of
Gene Simmons on bass, Ace
Frehley on lead guitar, Paul
Stanley on rhythm guitar and
Peter Criss on drums (vocals
were shared by alD.
In 1977 Marvel Comics printed
a special KISS comic which ended
up .selling 400,000 copies. That
same year the band's tour of

Canada and Japan broke atten·
dance records previously held by
the Beatles.
The Smithsonian Institution
borrowed one of Gene Simmons'
stage outfits for a world touring
exhibit in 1978, and Bally intro
duced a KISS pinball machine in
1979. 1983 brought about their
debut appearance without makeup on MTV, which was then rebroadcast on national news.
These days Eric Singer has now
taken over the role of drummer
and Bruce Kulick as lead guitarist
and KISS is still rampaging across
the states as only KISS can.
• nate rosenbluth
central florida future
0
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Bring Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

. I

OUTLl:T·

<

c

Belz Factory
·Outlet World
Mall 2
363-4670

10'% ·student discount on ro~ular ·merchandise with UCF ID

KISS members- Simmons, Stanely, Kulick, and Singer deliver
a series of rampaging Shaws aaoss Florida (coune~tmercury reoords)

Something for those
of you who aren't taking .
. I

Kaplan Pr.ep
We've produced more top scores on tests like
the LSAT, qMAT, GRE and MCAT than all
other courses combined. Which means if you're
not taldng Kaplan Prep,™ you may need to take
more than a #2 pencil to the test.

(

<

(

PART-TIME
FULFILLMENT CLERK
,_,

The Busch Gardens Marketing Department has an opening for a Parttime Fulfillment Clerk in the Orlando Group Sales Office. Duties and
responsibilities will include, but are not limited to, the following:
• Making sales calls and deliveries of brochures and coupons to hotels
and tour wholesalers (travel is approximately 30-100 miles per day).
• Assisting Sales ·Manager on various work related projects
(i.e. attending consumer trade shows, working with the hotel/tourism
industry).
• General operation of the Orlando Sales Office.
WorkinQ hours are flexible, Monday-Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
(approximately 30 hours per week) .. Must have a dependable carmileage is approved and reimbursed. The rate of pay is $5.50 per hour.
For an appointment to interview call the Busch Gardens Group Sales
Office at (4~7) 351-3931, no later than Friday, November 13, 1992.

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DN

f
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Mens soccer defeats Vnginia ROTC takes 4th
•
•

•

•

•

•
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•
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Forward Kamal deGregory leads the UCF men's
soccer team to a 6-6-2 record. <O.Hoog/FUTURE>

Magic Johnson: in .or out .of L.A?

HOCKEY

Firstheabandoned.thefollowershe gained by accepting
a
position
on George Bush's oommission on AIDS. Then
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Magic returned tO anNBA that was ready to go on without
E, "Magic" Johnson pulled another H. Ross Perot stunt him. His return only caused mixed emotions from those
:_the guy just retired again. His decision to permanently who finally gave him respect for leaving in a classy fashion.
retire from the Los Angeles Lakers, is smart.
- Secondly,Magichas brought despair to the Los Angeles
AlthQugh he may not benefit from the decision, it will Lakers. He tot.allydisrupt.editsgame plan bywaitinguntil
help the Lakers in the long run. He wa8 only going to play the beginning of the regular season to quit. During the
50 or 60 games anyway, making him a ooremonial player. preseason the Lakers elected not to try to obtain another
That makes him worthless to the t.erun for the final roster quality guard because they would have Magic. Finally, and
cut, when the team must stack the roster with 12 good perhaps the most sickening part is that ESPN reported
players who can play every night for the team to stay that the Lakers would pay out the $14.6 million dollars
competitive. The 12th spot Johnson would be holding does Magic was to reooive for the 94-95 season. There is no
an injustice to a young player who would deserve a shot at reason for him to accept the money from the Lakers.
It does not matter why he is leaving. Though it is a
theNBAbuthastoputhisdreamonholdbecausetheaging
Johnson wants another chance - hasn't he ever heard of coincidenoo that this second retirement comes only days
after sustaining a scratch during a game that required
"Changing of the guard?"
With his spoton therost.ervacant, theLakerscouldhave bandages that were also covered with a sweatband What·
gone for a hot rookie, or maybe a l~timat.e shot-blocker. is important is that he has retired again. The memories
Basically, Magic's decision to return to the NBA nega- that Magic gave us were great, especially thiS past year's
all-star game. Thanks Magic. Thanks, but it's over.
tively affected three groups of people.

tonight, Pittsburgh had too much fire power for us to
handle."
Left wing Chris Kontos contributed a goal and two
assists and leads Tampa Bay with 11 goals.
The Lightning broke a 2-2 deadlock in the second
period to chase the Blues away. Tampa scored three
goals in the second and held on to beat St Louis (5-8-1) ·
6-4.Kontos added two more goals to his total, now 13.
In the 26 years since the National Hockey Lei:lgue
·expanded from six to 12 teams in 1967-68, the league
has become increasingly diverse in the demographic
makeup of it' players. In 1967, 96.72 percent of the
league was Canadian-born and 1.97 percent of the
players were American. This year there are 16.6 percent U.S. born players, while the number of Canadian
player$ has decreased to 66.2 percent this year.
· The biggestincrease has been from players born.outside
of~orth America including players from Russia, C7.eclioslovakia, Sweden and others. That percentage has increased from 1.31 to 17.2~tween 1967 and this year.

Ken Jacksori and Scott Glnchereau

•

•

goals, 4assists,and 14 tot.alpoints. Karen Kopple.ad the team
in assists with 5, oombined with 3 goals for 11 poinsts,
UCFwasrankedashigh as seventh in the nation, ranked
13th in the p~ and was ranked 15th in the latest
available poll Forthe seniors, UMass was their last game in
uniform. The rest ofthe team will look forward to next year.
CoachBarkersaid,"Withrespedtotheseniors, wedefinately
have the potential to be an even better team next season."
"'the /dcd/ i\cadcmiL- G. )fl1fl11111ify"

•

•

FROM PAGE 12

Beginning on November 1, people can purchase 12
Time to start planning for the 3rd Annual Texaco Star packs of soda at Texaco stations and receive a coupon
Classic. This year the game will feature the Fighting which, when combined with the ticket stub, will get them
Knights of UCF against the Dukes of James Madison free admission to Light UpOrlandoafterthegame. There
will also be the opportunity to win prizes.
University on N-0vember 14 at the Citrus Bowl.
. Therewillbeapeprallyforthegamewith the team and
. The game, which begins at 1:00, is free to all students
the
UCFcheerle.adersonFriday,November 13,atSweeny's
with a validat.ed ID. Everyone in attendance will be given
Frat
House tentatively set for 6:30 p.m..
a commemorative poster and a ticket stub.

•TEXACO STAR CLASSIC

FROM PAGE 12

SOCCCER

Sports Briefs

•
•

On Sunday, the University of Central by Jason Lesko
Florida men's soccer team was at the Uni- STAFF REPORTER
versity of South Florida playing Virginia
All the hard work that UCFsRangerteam put in during
Tech in the University of South Florida
the semest.er has paid of[
Tournament UCF lost to Virginia Tech in
The Ranger team finished fourth out of 20 teams in a
overtime by a final score of 3-2.
brigade competition held at Fort Stewert, Georgia
Virginia TechjuUJ.ped out to a 1-0 lead
The Rangers finished second in the lOk road march, and
about 15 minutes into the game on the
in land navigation. UCF finished the road march in 1:18.
force of penalty kick which they scored.
The march is done carrying a weapon, with a30pound rock
UCF came back to tie it up beforetheha1fon
sack on their back. In the other events, the Knights showed
a goal by senior forward Doug Ferrario with
in the hand grenade assault. UCF finished seventh in the
assists from freshman midfielder Nate Omodt
physical fitness test, and forth in weapon assembly.
and freshman defender Kamal DeGregory.
UCF soored 281 points in the physical fimess test; the
Virginia Tech scored again early in the
army requires180 points with the maximU:m at 300.
second half and seemed poised to win
'They did super compared to the shape they were in in
until sophomore midfielder Sergio Lopez
September," said Master Sergeant Marcus Amador, the
tied it up with a goal in the closing minute
Ranger coach.
_
ofregulation.
"We have worked hard all year, and the results show,"
UCF hung on until late in the second
ranger cadet Jason McKenna said
15-minute overtime when Virginia Tech
The first four plaoos in the Ranger Challenge were won
scored the winning goal .
by Florida schools. Florida Southern came in first, then
UCFs record now stands at 6-6-2 with
Emery Riddle, FIT, and UCF.
two games remaining on the schedule,
UCF missed going to North Carolina for the Regional
The last home game will be against Philabrigade oompetition by one plaoo."We should of showed,
delphia Textile at 1 p.m. Nov. 8.
but we are a young team with a lot of heart so we will
UCF is tied at fourth with Georgia
definitely be there in the future," Mckenna said.
State in the Trans America Athletic Con'This is a young team with a lot offreshman," Amador
ference in scoring and third in
said. "We basically started from scratch with them."
goalkeeping.
Starting in September the ROTC program began trainUCF cannot b~ ranked as a team in the
ing the cadets for oompetition. They
·
conference, or participate in the tourna~
have been practicing five to six days a week at 6 am.
ment because this is the Knights first
'The training has been hard but it is all worth it in the
·
season in the conference.
end," McKenna said

a
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•

at competition

by Andrew Varnon
STAFF REPORTER

<BTUDENT MOVE IN <BPECIAL
We offer l©' 2Bedroom Apartments with
Carpel, Drapes, Central Air/Heal,
WITH ALL Of THE fOLLOWl~G EXTRM:

,---,
:t:~!n:dl

BRIDAtS •-,

1nreefor I Bridesmaids, Mother of the Bride
1
CENTRAL FLORIDAS WEDDING TRADffiON SINCE 1942.
gitts I
with , - -.- - - - - - - - - -

I
I
I pur· Fashion Square • 898-6122
I chase I Altamonte Mall • 339-3131
L _ _J Florida Mall • 855-7 555

• RIGHTAC'ROSS FROM UC'F
•WALK TO SHOPS. BANKS.
AND MOVIES

• THE ULTl MATE IN
CONVENIENCE
• ON COUNTY BUS ROUTE

UN1vt:RSITY APARTMENTS ·
12017 Solon Dr.
Orlando, Fl.
(Next to Pizza Hut on Alafaya)

273·4097
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Tampa adds one
and one at home
a Pjttsburgh lead to5-4 with 8:38
left
to play. The Lightning were '
STAFF REPORTER
unable to score the equalizer.
The Tampa Bay Lightning
"The Lightning have a good
(5-8-1), who flirted with an uj>- hockey team," Lemieux later
set over the Stanley Cup Cham- said. "They played a bettergame
pions, finally fell, 5-4, to the than an expansion team might
Pittsburgh Penguins Sunday, be expected. They are better
but came back to beat the St. than afewteams that have been
. Louis Blues on Tuesday to snap around for a while."
a four game losing streak.
Pittsburgh, which won it's last
The expansion Lightning al- 11 playoff games last spring t.o
. lowed an early goal by Pittsburgh capture its second straightStanley
center, Mario Lemieux, before Cup, is off to a start of 9-1-2.
jumping out to a 3-1 lead in the
icwe have been making a
first period, much to the delight of name for ourselves as a good
the sellout crowd of 10,425 at the expansion club," said LightExpo Hall in Tampa.
ning center Ken Hodge "But
Laterin the third period, LlghtHOCKEY continued page 11
ningdefenseman.RobRamagecut
By Glenn carrasqulllo

Lightning right wing John Tucker (14) faces off with Penguin's Shawn McEachein
(15) at the Expo Center in Tampa Sunday night. <OeHoog/FUTURE>

Runners finish seasori at conference tournament
· by Jenni Malone

,

)

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The time that the UCF cross country team has
prepared and anticipated for has arrived-the 1992
Trans America Athletie Conference at Stetson University.
The women's team finished a strong third, only 12
points behind second place. The top finisher for the
Lady Knights was Tiffany Hill, who ran a seventh
place time of 20:42.
"I feel I did my best," said Hill. "Most everyone had
a slow time because it is just a slow track."
·

Other high finishers for the women were Valerie
"I did alright," said Lipham. "I should have done
Vanenzuala, who finished 11th, and Kate Bell, who better. Pete and I should have made All-Conference
finished.19th.
(top ten finishers)."
Vanenzuala was not pleased with her perfor"I was going for top ten and I finished 12th,"
mance.
Fournier said. "I was gaining on them, but I ran out <
"It was so-so," she said. "I did better than at the of room and time. We wanted to finish second or
beginning of the season, but it was not my best."
third, but we finished fourth by inches. That's disapThe.men's team thought they could finish second, pointing."
but ran a disappointing fourth. Top finishers for the · Fournier said the team is.very young and has a lot
Knights were Pet~ Fournier in 12th~ Eric Lipham in of talent and stregnth. He says that with the new
15th, and Joe D'Abate in 25th.
coach, the best is yet to come.
Lipham also was not pleased )Vith his lndividua] _ "Iwillmakethepredictionrightnow,"hesaid, "we
performance.
.will win conference next year."

lady Knights move to 3-0 in TAAC Sigma Chi heats up
by Jenni Malone
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Three's a charm.
The UCF women's volleyball defeated the Lady
Hatters of Stetson University for the third time this
season.
The victory gives the women an impressive 3-0
record in the Trans America Athletic Conference.
"They were flawless," said head coach Laura Smith.
"They had total teamwork." .
Aft.er the devastating loss to Lamar University last
week, the Lady Knights regrouped and did things to
improve the competitive side of the team. Smith s~d ·
she saw improvements across-the board though:

"The hard work paid off," Smith said.· "They were
awesome."
The women will return home Wednesday to face
Jacksonville University, a team they have already
beaten this season. They look forward to a strong game
in preparation for the conference tournament in Atlanta in November.
All home gam~s are played in-the gym and are free
to UCF students.

Volleyball Stats

UCF

15

15

Stetson

8

6

15
10

The Lady Knights soccer team ends a
memorable season of.national attention
by Andrew Vamon
STAFF REPORTER

TheseniorsleftthefieldwithflowersonSwiday,andsome
leftin tears.Beforethegame, thebU22aroundwasthatNorth
Carolina State had lost to Duke and that hRd opened up an
opurtunityfortheLady KrrightstostillgototheNC.ANs.Just
win, OOby. Just beat the University ofMassachussettes.
ButUCF,appropriat.elydressediriblackforthegame, lost
to the Univei-sity of Massachut.es in a 1-0 t.earjerker on the
firstofNovember.Likesomanyothertimes, theoppurtmrities
were there but they never found their way into the net
Despite dominance, without scoring, one mistake on defense
and the Lady Knights lose.
In the seniors' last hWTah, the lady Knights started off
impressively, attacking U Mass relentlessly. Theirmomen_tum weakened when they weren't able to convert their
oppurtunities iqto goals. After the goal, U Mass played a
defensivegameandUCFwasunabletobreakthroughforthe
equ.alirer. The Lady Knight seniors were saluted on Sunday
in their last regular sooson game as Lady Knights. All five

st.art.eel: Tina Theis, Karen Kopp, Michele Koshan, Julie
Tombragei and Shawna Johnson
·
This season is over for the Lady Krrights, they finished
with a reoord of 10-5-1 They were not selected to go tD the
NCAA tournament; but it was close. Had UCF beat.en
Massachussettes, theywouldhavebeenin.CoochBillBarker
said ofthe team, "Regmdlessofour final rankings, we're one
ofthetnp lOteamsin the nation 'lbatgmne, on Sunday, was
the most important sa<mr game in the oountiy on that ruiy.
'lbere are d~ of teams and thousands of players that
would love tO have been in that position. The girls have
nothingtn hang their heads about"
Heather Brann finished the sea.sOn ranked second in the
region, ninth in the nation, in goalkeeping. Brann, a sopho- .
more, kept goal exclusively for the Lady Krrights this year,
finishingwitha0.938goals-againstav~in 1590minutes.
UCF1ackedonedominantscorerthisseason.AmyGeltz lead
the team in goals and total scoringwith 6 goals, 3 assists, and
15 total points. Kelly Kochevar was a close second with 5

SOCCER continued page 11

INTRAMURAL GAME P. 10

5-on-5 basketball

by Scott Ginchereau
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

- Forty-eight hours after Magic Johnson called it
quits again in the NBA, UCF's three-on-three basketball league also came to a close. Though the final
buzzer meant the end of the season, it also served as
an unofficial start · to a new season of intermural
excitment.
On Wednesday the UCF arena played host to the
post season tournament, the finale of the three-onthree season, which serves as a preview to the fiveon-five season which most players feel is the bigger
event.
"There are no referees in three-on-three," said
Sigma Chi player Jim Moseley. "And there is only
one court."
"In five-on-five there are set plays and the teams
practice throughout the week," said teammate Vince
Bonasera. "It's much more serious."
- The team to watch this year should be Sigma Chi.
They are coming off back-to-back unbeaten regular
seasons and are looking to a".'enge last year's first
round upset in the tournament.
Part of their success may be contributed to the
obvious height advantage over some teams. With the
exception of the point guard, Sigma Chi's shortest
player is 6' 2" tall.
The five-on-five season starts just before the end
of the semester and gets into full-swing after the
break. The action should-be high-flying and intense.

t
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Sign up_information
Everyone is encouraged to attend and
there is still time to sign up a team. Contact
Rectiorutl Services at 823-2408 for more
details . .
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1992-93 MAGIC SCHEDULE
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THE SEASON AHEAD
*

~

~ ~;

MIAMI
Nov. 6
at Washington
Nov. 7
Nov. 10 CHAR LOTIE
Nov. 12 WASHINGTON
Nov. 14 at New Jersey
Nov. 18 at Philadelphia
Nov. 19 GOLDEN STATE
at New York
Nov. 21
HOUSTON
Nov. 25
Nov. 27 at Indiana
Nov. 28 CLEVELAND
at Seattle .
Dec.1
at L.A. Clippers
Dec.3
at Golden State
Dec.5
BOSTON
Dec. 8
Dec.9
at Detroit
PHOENIX
Dec. 11
Dec. 15 PHILADELPHIA
Dec. 1-7 SACRAMENTO
Dec. 19 at Atlanta
Dec. 22 . UTAH
Dec. 26 at Miami
Dec. 28 MILWAUKEE
Dec. 30 L.A. LAKERS
DETROIT
Jan.2
NEW JERSEY
Jan.5
NEW YORK
Jan.8
IN DIANA
Jan.9

--

by Trace Trylko
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

s

7:15 p.m.
T
7:30 p.m.
8p.m.
S,TNT
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
T
7:30 p.m.
T
7:30 p.m.
T
8:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
T
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
10 p.m.
10:30 p.m.
10:30 p.m.
S, TNT
8p.m.
7:30 p.m.
T
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
T
7:30 p.m .
T
?:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8·p.m.
S,TNT
7:30 p.m.

s
s
s
s

s
s
s
s

s
s
s
s

CHICAGO
Jan. 12
a.t Boston
Jan. 15
at Chicago
Jan. 16
Jan. 18
at Philadelphia
Jan.22
MIAMI
Jan.23
DALLAS
Jan.26
ATLANTA
at Cleveland .
Jan. 28
Jan.29
BOSTON
Feb. 1
at Sacramento
Feb.2
at L.A. Lakers
Feb.5 . at Portland
Feb. 7
at Phoenix
Feb.8
at Utah
Feb. 10 CLEVELAND
at Charlotte
Feb. 11'
Feb. 14 NEW YORK
Feb. 16 at Detroit
Feb. 17 DENVER
PORTLAND
Feb.23
CHICAGO
Feb.25
at Washington
Feb.26
Feb. 2S- ··- SAN ANTONIO
March 2 MINNESOTA
March 4 at New Jersey
March 5 at Milwaukee
March 7 L.A. CLIPPERS
March 8 at New York

Catledge has become a team leader and his presence will
help carry O'N eal through
rookie mistakes and bad games.
Skiles, a tough-as-nails
player on the court, provides the
,fire for the Magic. Look for Skiles
to pick up his game to the level
,he displayed during the 1990c
91 season.
Rounding out the keys to a
successful Magic season is Nick ·

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
2p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
10:30 p.m.
10:30 p.m.
10:30 p.m.
9p.m.
9p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30p.m.
1:30 p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
1 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 P·'Tl·
9p.m.
2p.m.
Sp.m.

s
T
T

s
s
s
T
s
s
s
T
NBC .
T

s
s
s

T
NBC

s
T
T

TNT

March 10
March 12
March 14
March 16
March 17"
March 19
March 20
March 23
March 26
March 27
March 30
April 1
April 2
April 4
April 6
April 7
April 9
April 10
April 13
April 15
April 16
April 18
April 20
April 21
April 23
April 24

IN DIANA
at Atlanta
SEATILE
at Houston
at Dallas
at San Antonio
at Denver
MIAM1
at Chicago
NEW JERSEY
DETROIT
CHAR LO TIE
at Indiana
at Miami
PHILADELPHIA
at Charlotte
at Minnesota
at Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE
at Philadelphia
at Cleveland
BOSTON
WASHINGTON
at Boston
at New Jersey
ATLANTA

Home games in CAPS
S - Sunshine Network

Anderson. Anderson averaged · tating injuries? Will O'N eal be
almost 20 points per game last Rookie of the Year or just anseason and is expected to have other inexperienced number
another strong, se~son at the one draft pick?
These are the questions the
shooting guard position.
What does this all mean for Magic will begin to face tomorthe fourth year Magic? Will row night versustheMiami Heat
this team build upon last in the Orlando Arena.
The Magic will probably start
season's21 victo_ries?Werethe
1990-91 season's 31 wins a re- off resembling a combination of
sult of luck? Will the Magic the last two seasons. So, let's
overcome last season's devas- give them 26 wins.

The Orlando Magic begins
the 1992-93 season buoyed
with optimism. After drafting
star center Shaquille O'N eal
as the first overall selection in
the 1992 National Basketball
Association draft, the playoffs
seem within reach. However,
O'Neal will not take head coach
Matt Guokas and the Magic to
that lofty goal alone.
Last season, the Magic were
aka SHAREWARE-TO-GO OF ORLANDO
hindered by injuries to Dennis
Scott, Jerry ReynoldsandBrian
DISCOUNTED COMPUTER BOOKS, ACCESSORIES,
Williams. The Magic are pleased
· · PRINTER RIBBONS, CABLES, ETC.
with the preseason progress of
DISCOUNTED
SOFf.W ARES, AS LOW AS ,U.22.
Scott and Reynolds, but are concerned with Williams.
EXTRA DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS & FACULTIES
The Williams' story has
made for good soap opera copy
TEL: 679-3551throughout Central Florida ·
2121 N. FORSYTH ROAD, WINTER PARK
publications. He missed tim.e
last season with a broken bone
in his hand. During the summer, Williams suffered from
several blackout spells, none
of which were ever diagnosed.
Finally, a broken bigtoe hampered Williams at the start of
training camp. ·The final few ·
exhibition games proved to be
nothing more than warm ups
for Williams, who is woefully
out of shape as the season tips
off.
The Magic will need strong
contributions by Scott and
Reynolds to reach the
postseason. The Magic could
be really good if Williams
makes an impact. However,
• Mountain • Road ~ Beach • Adult Trike • Kids Bikes
that is a big "if" at this point.
·
• Export • Rental • Sales
• Professional Service 8c Repair
O'Neal will be the focal point
• Accessories • Clothing • Helmets • Racks
of the offense and defense. He
UNIVERSITY
SANOLAKE RO
should come up with the rebounds and be the shot-blocker
the Magic hoped for when they
drafted him.
.
Lil UNDERHILL
However, this rookie's raw
438-8484
275-3976
skills will need to be reinforced
12473 S. Orange Blossom Tr
(Southchase Village)
with strong veteran leadership. Providing this element
will be Terry Catledge and
Scott Skiles.
·
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O'Neal will probably be in
contention for the league's top
rookie prize and be inexperienced on the court for awhile.
But, let's add 15 or 1~ victories
to the win prediction based on
his presence. Well, this adds up
to 41or42 victories and a likely
playoff berth. Not bad for a
fourth-year squad that is still
trying to find its footing in the
talent-rich NBA

Kart Racing School
• 2 Day Complete School
• Half I Full Day Co~
• Lapping Days
• Race Series

Ever wonder what it's reaJly like to drive a racjng machine?
• Learn the skills and experience the thrills.
• Radically improve your road driving performance.
• All F.quipmmt Provided •

Asphatt Road ~ •. Upcnning Professiooal Driver I Imtructm .

Register Today! (407) 678-6531

Coin Laundrymat
11624 E. Colonial Drive
(Across from the Frat House and
behind Discount Auto Parts)
(407) 273-2503

STUDENT SPECIALS

• Take 103 off of full se.i'vice wash-dry-fold
when you present your valid student I.D.
• Free dry on Thursday (4 - 10:30 P.M.)
with purchase of a self-serve wash
• Buy 7 loads of laundry and get your 8th
.
wash Free!
M-F
Sa-Su

Hours
8:00 A.M. -10:30 P.M:
7:30 A.M. - 10:30 P.M:

"Last wash must start no later than 9:30 P.M.

•
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How they will fare
by Trace Trylko
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Chicago Bulls will attempt a third
consecutive NBA title during the 1992-93
season. Most preseason predictions have
them accomplishing this task. However,
my fearless forecast fulds the Cleveland
Cavaliers denying them a spot in thechampionship series. By no means scientific,
here are the rest of my picks and pans:
~tic Division

1. New York -The Knicks have Patrick
Ewing at cent.er and head coach Pat Riley.

Enough said!
2. Boston - Larry Bird is gone. and the
Celtics are aging.
3. New Jersey - Ex-Detroit head roach
Chuck Daly t.akes over this talented group .
of Nets.
4. Orlando-ShaquilleO'Neal will take the
Magic to the playoff promised land
5. Miami -Top draft pick Harold Miner
will keep the Heat competitive.
6. Philadelphia - Charles Barkley is out
West; the 76ers will be heading South.
7. Washington - The Buliets will be firing
blanks throughout the season.

4. Detroit-The Pistons are another aging
team that needs to rebuild
5. Indiana - The Pacers dumped Chuck
Personantllostahold in the tough Central
· 6. Atlanta - Dominique WiJkins must
make an impressive return or it will be a
longyearforthe Hawks.
7. Milwaukee - The Bucks are rebuilding
the hard way; another oollar dwelling year.
Midwest Division
1. Utah-Karl Malone will keep the Jazz
jumping.
2. San Antonio- JerryTarkanian's Spurs

will keep the pressure on Utah. ·
3. Houston - Hakeem Olajuwon, the
league's best rent.er,, makes the Rockets a
playoff caliber team.
4. Minnesota-The Timbenvolves will be
helped by Christian Laettner, but not
enough.
NBA continued page M4

Magic Information
Ticket Prices
Still available $28.00, $20.00, $15.00

Radio

Opponents will be trying to hold the Orlando Magic back from postseason play. Jeff Turner takes one in the face. <O.HoogrtFuruRE>

Orland~

Central Division
1. Chicago -The Bulls will take the Cen:tral again, but will fall short ofa third title.
2. Cleveland - The CaValiers won't cat.ch
theBullsduringtheregularseason, but will
get by them in the playoffs. Championship
rings will be sent to the city by Lake Er,ie.
3. Charlotte - Alonzo Mourning, Larry
Johnson and Kendall am·will make the
Hornets the best of the expansion teams.

Magic Radio Network WDBO (580-AM)
1V
Sunshine Network & WKCF (Chan°
nel 18) selected }_lome & away games

Opening Day
Friday, November 16, 1992.
Tip-off@ 7:40.

'Magical' line-up-what dreams are made of

• Nick Anderson - Fonvard/ points per game for the Magic.
Guard-Despit.emissing22games •Anthony Bowie - Guarddue to injury last season, Ander- , Bowie made the jump from the
son averaged a roam high 19.9 Continental Basketball Associa-

tion and started in half of the
games he played with Orlando
laEt season.
•~rryCatledge -Fonvard-

The "Cat Man" led the Magic in . Before stepping on the court for
~es played and rebounding the Magic last year, Corchiani
was a Bullfrog for Raleigh ofthe
during the 1991-92 8eason.
Global Basketball Association.
•ChrisCorchiani- Guard-
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•LitterialGreen. -

Guard....;...

This three-time All-SEC player

UCF
Good

Until Robots
replace humans ...
... your plasma will
always be.needed.

UCFTeam .
Dentist
• Protect against infectio1'
• Accident victims
• Bleeding Disorders
• Provide intravenous fluids • Provide clotting factors
for hemophiliacs
for burns, surgery, or
•New research on life
treatments of illness
threatening diseases

• Patients in shock

"We would like to compensate you for your
time when giving the gift of life"

BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE $10 BONU~ ..t /
FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION
•
1/
Call for information and/ or appointment
1122 W. Church St. Orlando, A. 32805
(407) _841-2151

out of the University of Georgia was drafted by the Chicago
Bulls in the 1992 NBA draft.
•Greg Kite - Center-Kit.e, a
nine year NBA vet.eran, provides
stable .leadership and defense for
a young Magic squad
• Shaquille O'Neal-Cent.erThe key point to the Magic's
success this season will be the
strong performance out of this·
first overall selection in the 1992
NBA draft.
•Jerry Reynolds - Fonvard/
Guard-Reynold,asevenyearveteran, will look to rebound from
last year's injury plagued season.
• Donald Royal - Cent.erFree agent Royal played prolessionally in Israel.
• Dennis Scott - ForwardMagic hope t.alent.ed Scott can
make a strong return after missing 64 games due to injury last
season.

Knight
Offer

$25.00 .Exam
With X-Rays
(4 Bitewing 0274)
. (Initial Exam O110)
With Valid Student l.D. ·
Expires l2/31 /92
Corner of 50 and Alafaya

282-21:01

•ScottSkiles-Guard-Gritty

• Th: palicnt and any ocher penon raponiiblc: for payment bu a right 101erue IO pay, canoe! paymenl, or be rambmecfar
payment far any other -,:mce eunmation, or !Raiment w!Kh ia performed u a realll d and willjn 72 bout d 1e1pon~ &o
die adlrelliaemcnt for a fM -=Moe, ewnination or 1miment.

·

Join the team, cheerleaders and
the crowd for a UCF postgame
celebration. Everyone comes
to the most outrageous party
of the year. Don't miss it!

• New "Knight Potion" Drinks!"
• "Virgin Knight" drinks available
• UCF Collector Cups
(all discounted with school 1.D.}
®

(407) 871-3111
Church Street Market

and competitive, Skiles led the
Magic it total assists, assists
per game, minutes played, free
throws made and· three point
fieldgoalsmadeduringthe 199192 season.
•JeffTurner-Forward-This
six year NBA vet.eran st.arted in
42 of 75 games last season.
• Brian Williams - Fdrward/
Center-Mysterious fainting
spells and odd injuries leave questicn marks hanging over this talented player.
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.Orlando hit the Shaq-pot
By Glenn Csrrasqulllo
STAFF REPORTER

Most rookies in the National Basketball League do not make much of an
impact, but at 7-feet-1-inch and 300
pounds, Shaquille O'N eal is the can'tmiss prospect that will make the Orlando Magic a team to be feared.
"He is big and he is VERY strong,"
said Minnesota Timberwolfrookie Christian Laettner after a recent preseason
game. "He will score at will inside and
block a lot of shots at the other end."
Thr ough eight preseason ·games,
O'Neal has averaged 17.8 points and
10.0 rebounds. He also has swatted 15 of
his opponents shots.

will it pay off?

Coach Matt Gouk.as explained what willhavealegitimateshotattheplayoffs
the 20-year-old ONeal will contribute to in only their fourth year in the NBA
the Magic.
The season of hope started when the
"Now we have an inside presence that Magic hit the jackpot or Shaq-pot when
we never really had before. ~~~~~~~~~ general manager Pat WilWe will pass the ball inside
Iiams first learned that
to him some and that in
"We will be a Orlandowouldreceivethis
turn will open up the outfun te~m to
first pick in the NBA draft.
side and create opportuni"We will be a fun team
.
IJll~ 'ch. 11
ties for other people ~ "
rra'
to watch," Williams said.
Goukas said.
"Shaquille gives us a won_ Pat Wllllams derful platform to build
_Goukas pointed out that
the Magic will benefit from
upon."
O'Neal's presence on the
GENERAL MANAGER
O'Neal,whoforfeitedhis
defensive end as well.
final year of basketball eli"We will be able to dictate to teams gibility at Louisiana State University
how we will want to play," Goukas said. this year, has become the main cog in the
With O'Neal in the lineup the Magic . formation of a young Magic team. Nick
1

Magic traded
Roberts to L.A.
by Jenny Duncanson
SPORlS EDITOR

The Magic fought a battle to
sign Shaquille O'Neal. In order
to do so, many Magic players
were asked to redesign their
contracts.Aftersigninghim,one
player was still affected - Magic
starlingcenter,Stanley &OOrts.
Would he move to power forward? Play behind a rookie?
Trade him?
Roberts, a free agent, signed
an offer sheet with the Dallas
Mavericks and forced the Magic
to match it to sign him, which
they did. In the contract was a
no-trade clause which prohibitedtheMagicfrom tradinghim.
But after negoiating, Roberts agreed to take a bonus and
allow himselfto be traded to the
LA Clippers in a three team
trade.
RobertsandMarkJacksonof
the N.Y. Knicks went to the
Clippers, theKnicksgotCharles
Smith and two others, and Orlando got two first round draft
picks, one in '93 arid one in '94.

·-~;

Anderson, Dennis Scott and Scott
Skiles should all benefit from sharing
the floor with O'Neal.
"He is a big guy that will make Sii of
us look better," Skiles said.
O'Neal has remained reserved
among all of the hoopla and has tried to
remain focused and concentrate on correcting rookie mistakes.
"I ·have a lot to learn and correct
some mistakes but I think I'll be all
right," O'Neal said. "I'm just going to
keep on playing and looking forward to
the season and having fun out on the
court."
As long as O'N eal is having fun his
teammates and the Magic fans are
sure to enjoy.

NBA
FROM PAGE M3
5. Denver - Dikembe Mutombo
won'ttake Nuggets to post.season
6. Dallas - The Mavericks are
down and out for the 00unl

Pacific Division
1. Phoenix-:--CharlesBarkleywill
take the Suns to the title game.
2. Portland -The Trail Blazers

U.C.R PEGATHON
sKRUNa
FITNESS WALK
CELEBRATING HOMECOMING '92

Sunday November 8, 1992
10:00 AM at Lake Claire
Post-race BBQ Brunch by Kiwanis
Lh1e Music by The Sea Dogs
Drawings, Kiddie Run
Overall & Age Group Awards
,=-s~~

Preprofessional students can go directly from
undergraduate to graduate school , enroll full
time , and com plete degree requ ireme nts in one
cal end ar year.
• rou r terms: en ter in October. January
• Classes meet weekdays, evenings, ancl
weekends.
• Earn a master's deg ree in 12 months!

Master's degrees in:
Business Administration
International Business Administration
Acco unHnq
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Please send brochure and application form.
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Return to· NOVA UNIVERSITY
SB&E
3301 College Avenue, Fort Laud~rd2le, Florida 33311.
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NOVAUNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AN OENTREPRENEURS HI P
3301 College Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314
Toll free (800) 541 -6682, Ext. 7631

•

will be nudged out by Phoenix.
3. GoldenState-TimHardaway
will lead a strong Warriors club.
4. LosAngeles-The Clippers are
playoffbound again.
5. Seattle - Young players will
lead the Supersonics to a strong
season
6. LosAngeles-MagicJohnson's
second retirement makes a long
season for the Lakers.
7.Sacramento-Goodlotterypick.
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S:uo~c: ~~:1ne.. Advocate Team ~

AMaster's·Degree
Within Your Reach!
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FLORIDA HOSMTAL

Information at VCF Wellness Center
823-5841
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One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom

'

s

apartments in East Orlando.
Call about our move-in specials
FOR STUDENTS ONLY
( 407) 365-83'88
•Windows in Every Kitchen
• Screened Patio
• 3 Swimming Pools
•Tennis
• Racquetball

.

•Sand Volleyball
• Basketball
• Free Basic Cable Service
•Washer/ Dryer Available
•Shuttle Buses Available

From University Boulevard,

head north on Alafaya Trail
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard.
Turn right and we are just
ahead on the left.

Alafaya Woods lvd.
University Blvd.
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